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Abstract 
A bi-level approach for optimisation of a construction project is discussed in the paper. Considered optimisation problem deals with 
identification of optimal project and a corresponding optimal schedule. Project structure is defined by applied order of technological 
operations. Application of decomposition-coordination principle facilitates problem solution. We therefore obtain tasks which belong to 2 
distinct optimisation levels. The lower optimisation task level is devoted to optimal allocation of execution modes to operations while 
assuming considered project structures. The global optimisation task level pertains to choice of the best structure for a construction 
project. Solution of lower level tasks are applied in this regard. The main difficulty in global project schedule optimisation results from 
multiplicity of feasible construction project structures and a need for solution of lower level tasks. We generally consider application 
of Monte Carlo simulation (MC) for generating feasible project structures. Mixed linear programming (MILP) and MC is the applied to 
solve lower level tasks. We also apply metaheurstics combined with MILP to solve lower level tasks while generating feasible project 
structures. Effects of application of presented approaches for solving lower level task solution approaches are finally compared. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.   
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Vilnius Gediminas Technical University. 
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1. Introduction 
Construction projects consist of numerous building works. The building works are represented by adequate technological 
operations. Technological precedence of building works results in numerous feasible orders of technological operations. 
Each order represents an alternative construction project structure. Technological operations can be carried out using 
alternative execution modes. Optimal allocation of execution modes to technological operations assuming a given project 
structure gives us a  construction project schedule. Multiplicity of available project structures makes this task difficult.  
Planners are usually unaware of number of feasible structures for even simple construction projects. A lack of adequate 
decision support causes that they often rely on own intuition to propose a project structure.  Such structure doesn't usually 
allow to obtain the best possible project schedule.  
We intend to help planners in global optimisation of a construction project structure and a corresponding schedule. 
A problem of globally Pareto-efficient construction project structure and accompanying schedule identification is therefore 
dealt with in the paper. 
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Considered problem is a kind of a Multi-mode Resource Constrained Problem (MRCPSP) [1]. It can be resolved using 
different approaches. We can use both exact methods like Mixed Linear Programming [2] or Branch and Bound [3], 
constraint programming [4], Benders decomposition [5] or heuristic [6–11], metaheuristic [12–15] and other approaches 
[16] which are better suited for solution of more complex construction projects [1].   
We decompose the original problem into 2 optimisation task levels to facilitate its obtaining solution. The lower (local) 
decision task level is devoted to review of feasible construction project structures and identification of related optimal 
schedules. Solution of an upper level decision task is straightforward as it deals with selection of globally best solution from 
a set of lower level decision task solutions. Formulation and solution of a lower level decision task comprises therefore the 
main source of difficulties. We are therefore dealing methods for solution of lower level decision tasks in detail in the paper. 
2. Description of project structure and schedule 
We assume that a construction project consists of m technological operations (activities) denoted by m(i), where i = 1, 
2...m. The i-th subsequent technological operation can be carried out using oi alternative execution modes.  
A feasible construction project structure is expressed by a digraph G(V,E). We call it a construction project structure 
digraph in the paper. Digraph vertices V correspond to construction project events while arcs E − to technological 
operations. A distinct construction project schedule based on project structure G(V,E) can be then expressed by a network 
S(G,Ψ,Φ), where G denotes incidence matrix representing project structure, Ψ and Φ are characteristics of network vertices 
(project events) and network arcs (technological operations), respectively.  
3. A lower level decision task 
Solution of a lower level decision task defines the best possible construction project schedule assuming a given project 
structure. We apply construction project makespan T and total execution cost C criteria for evaluation of obtained 
construction project schedules. These project characteristics result from project structure as well as from characteristics 
of project events and available execution modes for technological operations: 
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where: t and c denote matrices defining duration and execution cost induced by application of consecutive alternative 
execution modes to operations, x is matrix of binary decision variables indicating utilised execution modes of technological 
operations, 
max
T  and 
max
C  are reference levels for project makespan and total project execution cost, respectively, 1w  and 
2w  denote normalised weights expressing importance of project schedule evaluation criteria. 
We search for appropriate allocation of execution modes to operations (x) due to goal function given by Eq. (1) while 
dealing with a lower level decision task. Several constraints have to be satisfied in this regard. At first, application 
of selected execution mode excludes possibility of using other modes and therefore: 
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At second, we must include relations between time of occurrence of consecutive n project events: the starting project 
event θ0, intermediate events θ1… θn–1 and the terminal project event θn. We usually assume that subsequent events occur in 
the predefined order: 
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If we also assume that θ0 = 0 we obtain construction project makespan equal to time of occurrence of the finishing 
project event: T = θn. Project events denote start and finish of execution of subsequent technological operations. Time 
of occurrence of a j-th consecutive project event depends therefore on actual time of occurrence of earlier project events and 
actual duration of technological operations finishing at the j-th project event. Relations between technological operations 
and project events are defined by applied project structure. Actual duration Ti of the i-th consecutive operation depends on 
selected execution mode and is expressed by the formula: 
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We can therefore express vector of actual time of occurrence of consecutive project events θ as function of project 
structure, duration of technological operations related to applied execution modes: 
 ( , , )f=θ G t x . (5) 
At third, we must be also aware that application of each alternative execution mode for technological operations requires 
specific resources including manpower, equipment and materials needed for carrying out operations. We use discrete sets 
of resources in this regard. We call them technical mean sets (TMS) in the paper. A specific set is available again just after 
finish of execution of technological operation which used it recently. TMSs therefore comprise renewable resources 
according to a recognised resource classification [17].   
TMSs are available in limited amount. We should therefore include this fact while allocating execution modes to 
technological operations that are carried out concurrently. Resource-based conflicts between operations are therefore related 
rather to conflicts between alternative execution modes.  
We can use a general function g for expressing actual usage of TMSs involved in potential conflicts between execution 
modes of different technological operations. The usage depends on actual allocations of execution modes to technological 
operations. On the other hand relations between technological operations result from assumed project structure. We can 
therefore express amount of consumed copies of TMSs involved in potential conflicts between execution modes available 
for different technological operations as the following function: 
 ( )xGz ,g= . (6) 
where: z denotes vector presenting number of consumed copies of TMSs involved in possible conflicts. 
We must of course assure that actual usage for each TMS doesn't exceed number of available copies: 
  
max
zz ≤ , (7) 
where: zmax is a vector denoting available amount of TMSs involved in potential conflicts between execution modes .  
We must be also aware of a fact that some technical mean sets can utilise other technical mean sets. This fact should be 
therefore included while defining constraints given by Eq. (6). 
Influence of limited availability of non-renewable resources [17] can be also addressed. Appropriate form of related 
constraints depends on a considered resource e.g. a limit of financial resources C  and a limit of a construction project 
makespan T  can be addressed in the following way: 
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4. The upper level decision task 
We need to solve the lower level decision task for all feasible project structures for a given construction project to make 
estimation of a global Pareto-efficient project structure. The following goal function is therefore applied while selecting the 
best project structure and an accompanying construction project schedule: 
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where: Γ denotes a set of all feasible construction project structures. 
5. Lower level decision task solution 
5.1. General lower optimisation level approach 
A two-stage approach is applied in the case of solution of lower level decision tasks: 
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1. Generating feasible project structures. 
2. Local schedule optimisation using generated structures. 
The first stage provides us with feasible construction project structures. The second stage is devoted to optimisation of 
construction project schedules using optimisation model introduced in the preceding section. 
The main difficulty in lower optimisation level results from multiplicity of feasible project structures. We discuss this 
issue in detail in the following subsection. 
5.2. Multiplicity of available project structures 
Feasible construction project result from technological precedence of technological operations. We use a sample 
construction project [18] to illustrate this issue. Technological operations for the project are presented in Table 1 together 
with information about their precedence.  
We can divide technological operations into a hierarchy of precedence depending on their direct predecessors. The 
highest level is denoted by the 0 label and consists of technological operations without direct predecessors. Such operations 
can start execution of a construction project. The level consists of a single operation m(1). The consecutive hierarchy levels 
are denoted by labels: 1, 2...h and consist of operations whose direct predecessors belong to the immediately preceding 
level. Hierarchy levels for technological operations of a sample are given in Table 1.  
Precedence hierarchy provides us with information about general dependence between technological operations. The 
general dependence dives us information about possible placement of technological operations in feasible project structures. 
A pair of technological operations can be classified as mutually dependent or independent in this regard. Mutually 
dependent operations should be executed in a specific order because one of them is the predecessor of the other one. On the 
other hand mutually independent operations can be executed in any suitable order: concurrently or in a sequence. We can 
therefore divide other operations in the case of a given technological operation into 3 disjoint classes:  
1. Predecessors. 
2. Successors. 
3. Independent operations. 
Predecessors, successors and independent operations for sample project operations are presented in Table 1. We can see 
that technological operations are very different with regard to possibility of placement in feasible project structures.  
Table 1. Technological operations of a sample project 
Operation Description Direct predecessors Hierarchy level Predecessors Successors Independent 
m(1) Construction camp arrangement – 0 – m(2)–m(10) – 
m(2) Infrastructural terminals m(1) 1 m(1) m(5)–m(10) m(3), m(4) 
m(3) External lighting m(1) 1 m(1) m(10) m(2),  
m(4)–m(9) 
m(4) Earthworks m(1) 1 m(1) m(5)–m(10) m(2), m(3) 
m(5) Micropile foundations m(2), m(4) 2 m(1), m(2), m(4), m(6)–m(10) m(3) 
m(6) Building structure m(5) 3 m(1), m(2), m(4), 
m(5) 
m(8), m(9), 
m(10) 
m(3), m(7) 
m(7) External drainage m(5) 3 m(1), m(2), m(4), 
m(5) 
m(10) m(3), m(6) 
m(8), m(9) 
m(8) Finishing m(6) 4 m(1), m(2),  
m(4)–m(6) 
– m(3), m(7), 
m(9), m(10) 
m(9) Parking floor plates m(6) 4 m(1), m(2),  
m(4)–m(6) 
– m(3), m(7) 
m(8), m(10) 
m(10) Fence and access control m(3), m(6), m(7) 4 m(1)–m(7) – m(8), m(9) 
 
Number denoting the terminal project event ranges from minn  to maxn . It proves that these numbers result from number 
of levels of precedence hierarchy and number of technological operations a construction project consists of, respectively: 
 1
min
+= hn ,     mn =
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. (10) 
The terminal event for feasible structures of the sample construction project is therefore denoted by number n ranging 
from 5 to 10. The earliest possible start of execution of a technological operation corresponds to a construction project event 
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denoted by number that is identical with number expressing a precedence hierarchy level an operation belongs to. The latest 
possible construction project event terminating execution of a technological operation depends on actual value of n and 
number of precedence hierarchy levels succeeding the precedence level corresponding to a given operation. 
Diverse possibilities of placement of technological operations in feasible project structures result in a large number 
of such structures even for a relatively simple construction projects. For example, we obtain almost 10,000 unique feasible 
structures in the case of the sample project. Most of these structures pertain to an intermediate parameter n values. Details 
about number of unique structures for the sample project are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2. Number of feasible structures for the sample project 
N Feasible structures Share [%] 
5 6 0.06 
6 284 3.0 
7 2,103 22.5 
8 4,404 47.1 
9 2,302 24.6 
10 260 2.8 
5–10 9,359 100 
 
It is evident that number of unique feasible project structures can be huge in the case of typical construction projects. We 
should be therefore prepared for impossibility of generating a complete set of feasible project structures. Hence, we must be 
aware of influence of effects of generating feasible project structures on optimisation outcomes.  
It also proves that there are over 100 Pareto-efficient structures in the case of the sample construction project. We can 
therefore expect considerable number of multiple Pareto-efficient structures for typical construction projects. Multiplicity 
of  such structures seems to be advantageous feature while searching for them. Application of appropriate approach for 
generating feasible construction project structures is required, however, to exploit this feature effectively.  
Hence, we devote the following subsection to presentation of selected approaches that are suitable in this regard. 
5.3. Generating feasible project structures 
5.3.1. Application of redundant representation of feasible project structures 
Dytczak & Ginda [19] proposed application of a redundant representation of all feasible construction project structures 
for generating a feasible structure. The representation expresses therefore all possible project events: 0, 1...nmax and all 
possible placements of technological operations. Alternative placements of technological operations are denoted by 
extended labels labels e.g. label m(i,j-k) denotes the alternative placement of the i-th consecutive operation (i = 1, 2...m) 
corresponding to the operation execution start at the j-th subsequent project event and the termination at the k-th consecutive 
project event.  
Number of alternative placements N  of a technological operation results from a precedence hierarchy level it belongs to 
and precedence relations to other operations (Table 1). There is  a single possible placement for operation m(1) for 
the sample project. There are 101 different placement available in the case of the remaining technological operations 
(Table 3).  
Table 3. Number of alternative  placements for operations 
Operation N  Operation N  Operation N  
m(2) 4 m(3) 29 m(4) 4 
m(5) 3 m(6) 6 m(7) 15 
m(8) 15 m(9) 15 m(10) 10 
Sum: 22 Sum: 50 Sum: 29 
Total: 101 
 
The redundant structure is represented by a digraph ),( EVG . Digraph vertices V  express all possible project events 
(0, 1...nmax) while digraph arcs E  express alternative placements of technological operations in feasible project structures. 
Generating a project structure requires selecting a single alternative arc for each technological operation. We can use 
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random selection assuming a uniform probability density in this regard. We must be aware, however, that we can obtain 
unfeasible project structures G(V,E). Structure unfeasibility can result from disjoint nature of G(V,E) or multiple vertices 
of starting and terminating project events. We can repair a generated unfeasible construction project structure or leave it and 
immediately proceed with generating a new feasible structure.  
We use a block-wise incidence matrix G  to express redundant representation ),( EVG . Consecutive matrix blocks )(ig , 
where i = 1, 2...m are devoted to subsequent technological operations. Order of blocks corresponds to general precedence 
of technological operations (Table 1). The incidence matrix G  for the sample project looks therefore as follows:  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .⎡ ⎤=
⎣ ⎦
G g g g g g g g g g g  (11) 
We consider technological operations in order of general precedence while selecting alternative arcs representing 
consecutive operations in feasible project structures. It is also wise to order alternative arcs of a given operation according to 
the starting operation event first and according to the terminating operation event then. Application of such orders facilitates 
satisfying general precedence relations between technological operations.  
A consecutive reduction of redundant representation for project structure is applied for generating a feasible project 
structure G(V,E). The approach deals with a step-wise reduction of blocks devoted to subsequent technological operations. 
It consists of m steps. The reduction at the i-th consecutive stage (i = 1, 2...m) corresponds therefore to selection of a single 
alternative arc for the i-th consecutive technological operation according to general precedence order. Procedure starts 
therefore from a complete digraph of redundant project structure. We then reduce number of alternative arcs of the 
consecutive operations by 1−N , where N  denotes number of alternative arcs for a currently considered operation. The i-th 
consecutive step of the procedure deals therefore with the following transformation of a current form of incidence matrix for 
redundant project structure: 
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where:  
 ( ) ( )EVGEVG ,, )0()0()0( ≡ ,          ( ) ( )EVGEVG mmm ,, )()()( ≡ .  (13) 
Presented procedure for generating feasible project structures is relatively simple. It nevertheless requires some extra 
effort due to a need for correcting infeasible structures. Application of the incidence matrix facilitates this task, however. 
We use random selection of alternative arcs while composing feasible project structures. Monte Carlo (MC) numerical 
experiments are applied in this regard. The procedure is therefore effortful and doesn't guarantee obtaining globally Pareto-
efficient structures. We can nevertheless limit effort thanks to estimating sufficient number of generated project structures 
NMC to ensure obtaining feasible project structures that are at least close enough to the Pareto-efficient structures.  
NMC depends on variability of lower level decision tasks solutions σ, assumed absolute accuracy of optimal structure 
estimation d, assumed of confidence level α and applied probability density. Goal function Eq. (1) values are applied to 
express the variability σ. We don't know variability σ a priori, however. We can utilise a set of preliminary numerical 
experiments to estimate variability of solutions of lower level decision tasks. A sufficient number of numerical experiments 
MCN is finally described by the following formula: 
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where: 
2
α
Z  denotes parameter pertaining to probability density applied while selecting alternative arcs for technological 
operations from ),( EVG  and assumed confidence level α.  
5.3.2. Possible improvements 
Effects of MC-based composing of feasible project structures can be improved in different ways to provide better 
solutions of lower level decision tasks. For example, we can utilise desirable topological properties while generating 
feasible project structures. For example, it proves that Pareto-efficient project structures consists  from project event labelled 
from 0 to n = 8 only in the case of the sample project. We can therefore use such information to focus on redundant 
representations of feasible projects corresponding to n ≤ 8 only. Hence, we can use a redundant structure 
( ))8()8()8( , ≤≤≤ nnn EVG  instead of ),( EVG  while generating feasible construction project structures. As a result we can 
reduce number of considered alternative placements of consecutive technological operations considerably. It proves that 
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such reduction reaches 30% in the case of the sample project. On the other hand smaller number of considered alternative 
placements for technological operations results in reduction of effort while searching for the best structures.  
Generating feasible project structures can be further improved. Redundant representation ( ))8()8()8( , ≤≤≤ effeffeff EVG  for Pareto-
efficient project structures for 8≤n  can be applied in this regard. Using this representation instead of ),( EVG  while 
generating feasible construction project structures results in 50% reduction in number of alternative placements for 
technological operations.  
It is worth noticing that we usually don’t know nothing about desirable properties of a construction project. We can 
estimate desirable properties while generating feasible projects, however, and use them accordingly while generating next 
feasible structures. A kind of a multi-stage approach could help us in this regard. The approach would consists of the 
following steps: 
1. Generating feasible construction project structures. 
2. Solving lower level decision tasks corresponding to the generated structures. 
3. Identification of desirable topological properties of project structures. 
4. Generating feasible project structures using desirable topological properties. 
5. Repeating stages 2−4 as many times as needed. 
We assume that desirable topological properties correspond to the best generated project structures. We can therefore 
apply rankings of the best generated structures to identify the desirable properties.  
Let us denote a project structure which occupies the r-th consecutive rank in current ranking of generated project 
structures by ( ))()()( , r
rank
r
rank
r
rank
EVG . Hence, we can construct the following redundant representation ( )+++
estestest
EVG ,  of the most 
interesting project structures that occupy R top ranks in current ranking of project structures: 
 ( )
{ }
( ))()()(
...1
,,
r
rank
r
rank
r
rank
Rr
estestest
EVGEVG
∈
+++
= ∪ . (15) 
Number of considered top ranks R results from application of introductory experiments. The resultant redundant feasible 
project structure ( )+++
estestest
EVG ,  can be then applied for generating structures in the following stage.  
Detailed desirable project structure properties can be identified using different ways. For example, we can count how 
many times an alternative arc for a given technological operations appears in digraphs describing the currently top ranked 
project structures. Such information can be then exploited while differentiating possibility of selecting alternative arcs for 
consecutive technological operations. 
5.3.3. Other approaches for generating project structures 
Feasible project structures can be also generated using other approaches. For example, we can solely apply original 
information about precedence of technological operations (Table 1) in this regard. Application of precedence hierarchy 
ensures obtaining feasible project structures. It requires, however, processing of additional information corresponding to 
a need for selection of alternative combinations of concurrently executed technological operations.  
There is also possibility of generating feasible project structures using information about technological precedence 
hierarchy and pair-wise precedence relations between technological operations (Table 1). Application of such approach 
provides us with a concise definition of generated structures. It requires, however, application of rather complex rules for 
obtaining feasible project structures. 
5.4. Local optimisation approaches 
We finally decide to apply 3 different approaches for solution of lower level decision tasks. They result from 
combination of the following elementary approaches: 
1. MC for generating feasible structures and Linear Programming (LP) for optimising resulting construction project 
schedules. We call the approach MC-LP. 
2. MC for both generating feasible project structures and for optimising resulting project schedules. We call the approach 
MC-MC or (MC)
2. 
3. Evolutionary algorithms for generating feasible project structures including LP for optimising resulting schedules. We 
call the approach EA-LP. 
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5.4.1. MC-LP 
LP application for optimal allocation of execution modes to technological operations assuming a given project structure 
is based on the MILP and includes goal function given in Eq. (1) and constraints presented in Eqs. (2−3) and Eqs. (5−7). We 
assume that a single copy is available for each TMS while making calculations. 
5.4.2. MC-MC 
We apply 2 coupled numerical experiments. The superordinated experiment provides feasible project structures. It is 
called the controlling experiment. The subordinated experiment is applied to estimate optimal allocation of available 
execution modes to technological operations for assumed project structure. We call it the controlled experiment. A single 
execution mode is drawn for each technological operation during a single simulation run. A uniform probability density is 
assumed while selecting execution modes for technological operations. Possible resource-based conflicts between execution 
modes are also included. Sufficient number of numerical can be estimated using results of local optimisation provided by 
series of introductory numerical experiments like in the case of the superordinated experiment.  
Coupling 2 numerical experiments makes MC-MC approach more complex than a single numerical experiment. 
Application of simple rules, however, makes it an attractive, universal and scalable approach suitable for construction 
projects of different sizes. It is also suitable for application of other, non-linear goal function and non-linear constraints. 
MC application provides us also with alternative ways for including complexity of potential conflicts between execution 
modes related to utilisation of the same TMSs. We can simulate elimination of conflicts to simplify both computational 
model formulation and lower level decision task solution. 
5.4.3. AE-LP 
Genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, evolutionary strategies, classification systems and genetic programming 
are also often applied for scheduling of projects [20]. We use EA-LP approach combining evolutionary programming and 
MILP while generating feasible construction structures and solving lower level decision tasks. Use of evolutionary 
programming facilitates scanning a complete population of feasible project structures. Chromosome representation is 
applied for feasible project structure. Number of species encoded by chromosomes equal to PN is retained during 
calculations. Changes are introduced into species by means of the mutation of chromosome genes. Tournament selection is 
applied for deriving new populations during the subsequent epochs. MILP is utilised for allocating proper execution modes 
to operations and provides a measure for evaluation fitness of species.  
A chromosome consists of m genes. Consecutive genes deal with actual location of subsequent technological operations 
in a project structure. A positive integer number is applied in this regard. A number corresponds to an alternative arc for 
a technological operation in a redundant representation of feasible construction project structures ),( EVG . A gene dealing 
with a technological operation contains therefore number from interval [1, N ], where N  denotes number of alternative arcs 
for that operation. Subsequent numbers suit order of alternative arcs in a matrix G  block corresponding to an operation. 
Complete chromosome comprises therefore a list of m subsequent positive integer numbers.  
Genes belonging to species can undergo the mutation due to assumed probability [ ]1,0∈
m
p . Mutation of a gene 
corresponding to a technological operation deals with replacing a currently applied alternative arc of an operation with 
another arc from the remaining 1−N  alternative operation arcs. We draw therefore number from interval [0, 1] for each 
gene. If drawn number is larger than assumed probability 
m
p  we don't apply a mutation. The lower number denotes 
the mutation. We assume uniform probability while selecting genes for the mutation and for selecting an alternative arc 
of a technological operation replacing currently utilised arc.  
AE-PL procedure starts from a population of PN species - feasible structures. We can use any approach for creating an 
initial population.  MILP is then applied for obtaining optimal allocation of execution modes to technological operations and 
a corresponding schedule. Resulting goal function values are utilised for expressing fitness of species.  
Each epoch starts with mutation of genes belonging to species. We assume that genes of each original species can 
undergo a mutation. We therefore obtain PN new chromosomes pertaining to another PN feasible construction project 
structures. MILP is then applied to obtain locally optimal schedules and a corresponding fitness measure. We associate 
original and new chromosomes into PN pairs then. They are then compared according to applied fitness measure in a pair-
-wise manner. Better project structures survive and we can proceed with the next epoch then.  
Execution procedure ends when a stop condition is met. The condition can for example deal with limit number of epochs 
or assumed accuracy of calculations. We must be aware that successful EA-LP approach application requires estimation 
of adequate values for parameters PN and mp . Introductory numerical analysis can help in obtaining them.  
Gene mutation can introduce infeasibility into generated project structures. We can repair infeasible structures. 
Application of matrix G  can facilitate repair process.  
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The procedure provides us with of locally Pareto-efficient solutions of selected lower level decision tasks. Finally 
obtained project structures can be ranked according to fitness of corresponding species. The globally Pareto-efficient project 
structure estimation corresponds then to the top rank feasible structure.  
Application of random selection mechanisms enables us to obtain different results during different procedure runs. We 
can therefore expect improvement in final results thanks to application of several procedure runs instead of just a single run. 
6. Application of selected approaches 
We apply the sample construction project to illustrate selected approaches for solution of lower level decision tasks. 
Pareto-efficient results correspond to construction project makespan T = 1940 h and total execution cost equal to 
C = 13,170,000 PLN while assuming stronger importance of execution cost construction project schedule evaluation 
criterion than total execution cost criterion (w1 = 0.3 and w2 = 0.7) [18]. Above mentioned values give us MILP model goal 
function value F
* = 0.795260. 
6.1. MC-LP and MC-MC approaches 
We apply N = 400 numerical experiments several times to obtain a population of feasible project structures. Registered 
changes in Pareto-efficient estimation error are presented in Fig. 1.  
 
Fig. 1. Changes in relative error for estimation of a Pareto-efficient project structure 
We can see that we may expect reaching a 1% relative estimation error just after a relatively small number of numerical 
experiments only. Less than 30 numerical experiments should do in this regard. This fact is confirmed by application 
of actual variance for goal function values resulting from the complete set of feasible construction project structures and 
assuming a confidence level equal to α = 0.99.  
Results obtained for the sample project confirm that MILP application is more effective than MC in identification 
of Pareto-efficient allocations of execution modes to technological operations. MC-MC approach loses to MC-LP approach 
because of a need for applying more effort to estimate execution mode allocations close enough to exact allocation results 
provided by MC-LP. We must be aware of a fact, however, that application of MILP suffers from the effect of number 
of technological operations. We therefore expect deterioration of MILP usability with increase of construction project size 
represented by number of technological operations. Retaining effectiveness of MILP-based optimisation approach requires 
therefore additional efforts e.g. utilisation of desirable topological properties of construction project structures.  
Relatively small sufficient number of generated feasible project structures NMC causes usability MC shouldn't suffer a lot 
from construction project size increase. It therefore proves interesting tool for providing valuable project schedules in the 
case of construction projects consisting of any number of technological operations. Results of introductory analysis using 
MC-MC approach for considerably larger construction project structures confirm these conclusions. 
6.2. Application of EA-LP 
Results of introductory EA-LP procedure application confirm that it also leads to convergent Pareto-efficient 
optimisation results. The results also reveal some drawbacks of the procedure, however. The main drawback deals with 
a poor convergence and considerable consumption of resources. A larger effort is therefore required to obtain similar results 
to results delivered by application of other applied approaches. EA-LP also suffers from MILP sensitivity to construction 
project size. The drawback can limit application range of EA-LP approach to small and medium-sized construction projects 
only. It is therefore also advisable to seek other approaches which can be combined with evolutionary algorithms 
successfully to make it more widely applicable. An EA-MC combination can be considered. We must be, nevertheless,  
aware of possible consequences resulting from approximate nature and additional effort induced by MC application. 
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7. Conclusions 
Presented approaches for Pareto-efficient construction project structure are aware of diversity of available construction 
project structures. They are therefore capable of indentifying multiple Pareto-efficient structures and corresponding 
construction project schedules. Application of different approaches for solution of lower level decision tasks makes 
searching for globally Pareto-efficient project structures less sensitive to considered construction project complexity. 
The approaches are therefore suitable for optimisation of small, medium and large-sized construction projects.  
Application of a digraph for expressing project structure facilitates using desirable topological properties of construction 
project structures while generating feasible structures. It proves that estimation of such properties greatly improves effects 
of searching for Pareto-efficient construction structures. 
Obtained results for the sample construction project prove that presented approaches allow to estimate globally 
Pareto-efficient construction project structures at a very small error footprint. Each of them has nevertheless both 
advantages and drawbacks. It seems therefore that effectiveness of proposed approaches can be improved by using them 
simultaneously. For example, application of multi-agent optimisation systems [16] can be helpful in this regard. 
The presented approaches include universal optimisation criteria and perfect project execution conditions. It would be 
advantageous to extend them to address imperfect local conditions as well. For example, including sensibility of operations 
to unfavourable influence of local weather conditions would allow us to obtain more reliable project schedules. It would 
also facilitate making proper decisions with regard to starting construction project execution date. The appropriate research 
with this regard has been launched already.   
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